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Enhancement + SR on Dental image 
Enhancement + Super resolution Multi - scale features 
Sample Results 
 To develop a novel technique for improving the spatial resolution of a 
low quality image to provide discriminative features to represent objects 
for accurate classification. 
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Learn the local phase characteristics  
 Adaptive kernel regression based on local covariance is used to estimate 
the HR image. 
 Covariance is estimated from Fourier Directional Phase Features. 
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54 x80 2 2 sec 
54x80 4 2.7 sec 
26 × 24 104 × 96 
r = 4 
Processor: Intel(R) 2 GHz 
RAM size: 12 GB 
Operating system: Windows 7 (64-bit) 
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Kernel regression based learning of local Fourier phase features 
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 Process of obtaining high resolution image from an image or a sequence 
of low resolution images. 
 single frame super- resolution – Machine Learning Approach – Kernel 
Regression. 
Kernel regression is a weighted least squares solution and provides more 
freedom to interpolate using higher degree of polynomials. 
 
